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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real Banach space and D a subset of X. We denote by D and 
aD the closure and the boundary of D, respectively. If x E X and Y  > 0 we 
denote by B(x, Y) and B[x, Y] the open and closed ball of center x and radius Y, 
respectively. 
If D is a bounded subset of X we define the measure of noncompactness of 
D [7], y(D), to be: 
y(D) = inf(d > 0: D can be covered by a finite number of sets each of 
diameter < d). 
It is immediate that y(D) = 0 if and only if D is compact and in [2] it has 
been shown that if A, B are bounded subsets of X and we set 
A+B=(a+b:aEA,bEB}, 
then we have y(A + B) < y(A) + y(B) and if we denote by m A the closed 
convex hull of A then r(?% A) = y(A). 
If G is a subset of X, U: G + X is a continuous mapping and k > 0, we 
say that U is a k-set-contraction [7] if for each bounded subset B of G we have 
Y(W)) G krW d an we say that U is condensing (densifying by [3]) if for 
every bounded subset A of G such that y(A) # 0 it is the case that 
Y(UW) < A4 A n important example of k-set-contractions is provided by 
the compact perturbations of lipschitzian mappings having k as a Lipschitz 
constant. 
A degree theory for local condensing mappings has been developped by 
Nussbaum in [8] and fixed point theorems for k-set-contractions have been 
obtained by several authors. In this paper we study fixed point theorems for 
k-set-contractions, k < 1 and for pseudo-contractive mappings which are 
k-set-contractions for some k > 0. 
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In Section 2 we obtain a fixed point theorem for certain k-set-contractive 
mappings, k < I, defined on the closure of a bounded open set that contains 
the origin in its closure and that satisfy suitable boundary conditions, and we 
derive several consequences of it. In Section 3 we apply the results of Section 
2 to obtain a fixed point theorem for pseudocontractive mappings which are 
k-set-contractive for some k > 0, defined on the closure of open sets as 
above, then we obtain a result for these mappings when they are defined 
on all of X and deduce a surjectivity theorem for accretive operators which is 
a slight generalization of Theorem 4 of [I]. 
2. k-SET-CONTRACTIONS: k < 1 
In this section we prove one of our main results (Theorem 2.1) and obtain 
several corollaries to it. This theorem is a generalization of Theorem 2.2 of 
[5] and also may be compared with Theorem 1 of [ll], which was obtained 
using degree theory arguments based on Nussbaum’s degree theory for 
k-set-contractions, k < 1 developped in [8]. We point out that this approach 
cannot be used in our setting. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be an open, bounded subset of X and suppose that 0 
is in e. Let U: e---f X be a k-set-contraction, k < 1, such that: 
(i) U(x)=hx, x~aG, x#O*A<l; 
(ii) there exists j3 E (0, I] such that /3U has a fixed point in c; 
(iii) I - tU is one-to-one for aZE t E [/3, 11. 
Then U has a fixed-point in G. 
Proof. We may suppose that U(0) # 0 and that U has no fixed points in 
aG. Hence the fixed point of /3U assumed in (ii) has to be in G. Also we 
suppose that /3 E (0, 1). Since U is a k-set-contraction, k < 1, if t E [0, 11, 
tU is also a k-set-contraction. Since I - tU is one-to-one for all t E [/3, 11, 
we may apply Nussbaum’s Invariance of Domain Theorem [8] and conclude 
that G, = (I- tU) (G) is open for all t E [/3, I]. Also (I - tU) (e) is closed 
because tU is a k-set-contraction, k < 1. Hence if t E [/3, I]: 
Let 
e, = (I - tU) (C) and L’G, = (I - t U) (8G). 
T = {t E [B, I]: 0 E G,). 
We observe that p E T and that if t E [& l] then 0 E G, or 0 $ G, . 
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Let 01 = sup T. Then there exists a sequence {a,}E=r of elements of T such 
that CZ, -+ 01. For each 12 there exists x, E G such that X, - a,U(x,J = 0. We 
consider {xn}~=r (of course X, = 01,U(x,) for all n). 
Let 
Then 
Since e is bounded, U(c) is also bounded and we let M > 0 be such that 
11 U(x)\] < M for all x E (7. 
Let E > 0. Then there exists N such that if n, m > N then 
and observe that 
Also there exists a finite collection of sets, say D, ,..., D, , of diameter Iess 
than or equal to d’ + 42 that covers {U(x,)}~~=, . Then, if i~{l,..., r} and 
U(x,), U(x,) E Di , we have: 
Therefore, 
Since E is arbitrary, we must have: 
d < ad’ < d’ < kd 
Now, the only way this may happen is that d = 0. Therefore the closure 
of {xn}z=i is compact and so there must exist a convergent subsequence of 
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{x~}~=, , say (xnJim_r . Let x,, be the limit of this subsequence (x,, E G). Since 
the sequence {aniU}z~l converges uniformly on G to &J, we must have: 
qx> = p$ %hi U&J 
= x0 . 
Since /3 < (Y < 1, we must have x0 E G. Therefore a: E T. 
Observe that if t E [0, I], then 
II *o - tU(xo)ll = II x0 - wxo> - x0 + dull 
= I t - 01 I II U(xo)ll 
< 1 t - cy. 1 M. 
Suppose that 01 < 1. Then 0 $ G, for all t E (01, 11. Choose to E (01, 1) and a 
sequence {tn)zzl of elements of (01, to) such that t, --f 01. Since 0 & Gtn for all n, 
and x0 - t,U(x,) E Gtn , we conclude that for all 71 there exists yn E aG, 
such that ljyn /I < / t, - 01 I M. Now aG,, = (I - t,U) (aG) so there exist: 
x, E aG such that x, - tnU(xn) = yn; thus 
ib, - tvzW4ll G I tn - a: I M. 
Let 
d = rWX=J, d’ = Y({ ~~xn)X=,,). 
Again d’ < kd an in a similar way it can be shown that d = 0. 
Therefore we must have a convergent subsequence of {xn}~=r, say {xn& . 
Let x be its limit. Then x E aG and the same argument given before allows 
us to say that 
x - on(x) = 0. 
This is a contradiction. 
Hence we must have cz = 1, completing the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.2 [5]. Let G be an open subset of X with 0 E G and let 
U: G - X be a contraction mapping such that: 
(i) U(x)=&, XE~G, x#O=>A<l; 
(ii) there exists ,Q E (0, l] such that /3U has a jixed point in c. 
Then U has a fixed point in e. 
Proof. As has been seen in [S], the set 
E={xEG: U(x)=hxforsome/\> 1) 
is bounded, so there is no loss of generality in assuming that G is bounded. 
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Hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied since U is a contraction map- 
ping. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let G be as in Theorem 2.1 and let U: G-+ X be a 
l-set-contraction such that: 
(i) U(x)=Xx,x~aG,~#00=>Xl1; 
(ii) there exists /3 E (0, l] such that /3U has a jixed point in c; 
(iii) (I - tU) is one-to-one for aZZ t E [j3, 1); 
(iv) (I - U) (G) is closed. 
Then U has a fixed point in e. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let G be an open, bounded subset of X and let p E G. 
Suppose that U: e-+ X is a l-set-contraction such that: 
(i) U(x)-p=A(x-p), XE~G, x#p*h<l; 
(ii) there exists /3 E (0, l] such that the mapping ,fIU + (1 - /3)p has a 
Jixed point in G; 
(iii) (I - tU) is one-to-one for aZZ t E [p, 1); 
(iv) (I - U) (G) is closed. 
Then U has a fixed point in G. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let H be a closed convex subset of X and let Z be the 
(closed) subspacegenerated by H. Let G C H be open relative to H, bounded, with 
0 E G and suppose that U: e-+ H is a k-set-contraction, k < 1, such that: 
(i) U(x) = Ax, x E atiG, x # 0 * X < 1 (here amG denotes the bound- 
ary of G relative to 8’); 
(ii) I - tU is one-to-one for all t E (0, 11. 
Then U has a jixed point in e. 
Proof. By passing to the Banach space 8 it is only necessary to verify 
that there exists j3 E (0, l] such that /3lJ has a fixed point in G. 
Now, G is bounded so U(e) is also bounded. Let M > 0 be such that 
11 U(x)11 < M for all x E G. Since 0 is an interior point of G relative to H 
there exists Y > 0 such that r < M and: 
ia # B[O, r] n G = B[O, r] n H. 
Therefore (r/M) U maps B[O, r] n H into itself, (r/M) U is a p-set- 
contraction p < 1 and B[O, r] n His a closed, bounded, convex subset of the 
Banach space X, so it has a fixed point by Darbo [2]. 
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3. PSEUDOCONTRACTIVE MAPPINGS 
A mapping U: G --+ X is said to be pseudocontractive [l] if for each r > 0 
and x,y~G, 
II x - Y II < ll(1 + r> (x -Y) - r(e) - U(y>>lI 
These mappings are easily seen to be more general than the nonexpansive 
ones and it has been shown in [I], [6], that U is pseudocontractive if and only 
if I - U is accretive, where it is said that a mapping T: G -+ X is accretive 
if for all x, y E G there exists f in the dual of X, X*, such that 
f(x -Y> = II x -Y II2 = Ilfll” and f(V) - T(Y)) 3 0. 
If a mapping T: G + X is such that for all x, y E G there exists f E X* 
with 
and 
f  (x - Y) = II $2 - Y /I2 = Ilf /I2 
for some constant p > 0, then it is easily seen by following the argument 
given in [6], (the proof that U is pseudocontractive if and only if I - U is 
accretive) that if U = I - T then given r > 0 there exists a constant a(r) < 1 
such that if x, y E G, 
II a! - y II < 4,) IIU + y> (x -Y> - r(U(x> - w9)ll , 
and that 01(r) can be chosen as I/($ + 1). 
In this section we will use the results obtained in the previous one to 
prove a fixed point theorem for pseudocontractive mappings defined on 
subsets of X. Then we will obtain a fixed point result for pseudocontractive 
mappings defined on all of X and obtain several corollaries to it, among 
them we will prove a generalization of Theorem 4 of [I]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be an open, bounded subset of X, 0 E e, and let 
U: e+ X be a pseudocontractive mapping which is also a k-set-contraction 
for some k > 0 such that: 
(i) U(x)=Xx, XE~G, x#O=>h<l; 
(ii) there exists ,B E (0, l/k) such that /3U has afixedpoint in G; 
(iii) (I - U) (G) is closed. 
Then U has a Jixed point in c. 
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Proof. Let Y > 0 be so small as to have rk < 1 and r E [p, 11. 
Let 
s = (1 - r)J, T=I-rU 
We observe that if X, y E G then 
II S(x) - S(y)11 G II TX - TY II 
Therefore, T is one-to-one and H = ST-l is nonexpansive in T(e). 
Since Y U is p-set-contractive, p < 1, and since I - rU is one-to-one, by 
Nussbaum’s Invariance of Domain Theorem [8], T(G) is open. Furthermore, 
since rU is p-set-contractive, p < 1, T(e) is closed and hence we get that 
aT(G) = T(8G). 
Let B = T(G). Then B is open, B = T(c) and 8B = T(aG). 
Also, since rU is p-set-contractive, p < 1, and (by the pseudocontractive- 
ness of U), I - t(rU) is one-to-one for all t E [0, 11 and hypothesis (i), (ii) of 
Theorem 2.1 are trivially satisfied in view of our present assumptions, we can 
say by Theorem 2.1 that 0 E B. 
Now, as in [4] it can be seen that H satisfies conditions (i), (iv) of Corollary 
2.3. It can be easily seen that H satisfies the other requirements in order to 
apply that result to it. Hence H has a fixed point in B, say y. Letting x E G 
be such that TX =y, we get: 
thus 
and therefore 
ST-l(Tx) = TX, 
(1 -r)x=x--U(x) 
U(x) = x 
THEOREM 3.2. Let U: X--+ X be a k-set-contraction for some k > 0 such 
that there exists G C X, bounded, for which (I - U) (c) is closed and suppose 
that 
(i) If X > 1 is an eigenvalue for U then there exists x E e such that 
U(x) = Ax. 
(ii) There exists 6 > 0 such that for each r > 0 
T, = (1 + r)l- rU 
has an inverse which is a S-set-contraction on its domain. Then U has a fixed 
point in C7. 
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Proof. Let 
H = (t E [0, co): Tt maps X onto X) 
ThenOcHso H# %. 
Choose r,, < l/[(l + K) 61, which we fix throughout the discussion. 
Let t E Hand suppose that s 3 0, 1 s - t / < Y,, . Then T, has an inverse R 
which is a S-set-contraction and if w E X: 
where 
TAR4 = T,(Rw) + (Ts - T,) (Rw) 
= w  + S,(w) 
S, = (Ts - T,) R. 
Then I + S, is one-to-one, since if 
then 




TsW = T@Y) 
Rx = Ry 
x=y 
Also, for B C X, bounded: 
r(S.PN = rVs - Td VW)1 
= Y[(S - t) (I - u> PWI 
= I s - t I r[V - u> WBN 
< I s - t I (1 + 4 W-9 
But 
Hence S, is a p-set-contraction, p < 1. Furthermore, since I + S, is one-to- 
one, by Nussbaum’s [8], (I + S,) (X) is open. It is easy to see that if 
(I + S,) (K) is a bounded set, then K must be a bounded set. Since S, is a 
p-set-contraction, p < 1, we conclude that (I + S,) (X) is a closed set. 
Hence 
(I + Ss) (X) = x. 
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Now: T,(x) = y  if and only if w + S,w = y, where w = Ru. Therefore 
T, maps X onto X. 
We have shown that if t E H and if / t - s 1 < r,, , s >, 0, then s E H. It 
follows that H = [0, 00) and so we can say that if r > 0 then there exists 
x, E X such that Tq,. = 0. 
Since 
Tpx, = (1 + y) x, - yU(x,) 
=z 0, 
we must have: 
U(&) = + x, . 
By our assumption (i) we may assume x, E e. Furthermore, 
(I- U)(x,) =F--+O as Y-+ ccl. 
Hence 0 belongs to the closure of (I - U) (e). But (I - U) (e) is assumed 
to be closed. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let U: X + X be a pseudocontractive mapping which is a 
k-set-contraction for some k > 0, G a bounded subset of X such that (I - U) (c) 
is closed. Suppose also that: 
(i) I f  X > 1 is an eigenvalue for U then there exists x E G such that 
U(x) = Ax. 
Then U has a fixed point in c. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let T: X + X be a k-set-contraction for some k > 0 that 
satisfies (*) for some constant p > 0 and all x, y E X. Then T maps X onto X. 
Proof. Let x E X, and denote by T, the mapping 
T,x = TX + x 
Then T, satisfies (*) with the same constant /3. Let U = I - T, . I f  U has a 
fixed point then z is in the image of T. Therefore we will show that U has a 
fixed point. 
Since T, satisfies (*) with /3 as a constant, we can say that given Y  > 0 then 
making N(Y) = l/(rp + 1) we have for x, y  E X: 
II x -Y II < e> I(1 + y> (x - y) - y(U(x) - U(y)11 .-* . (**) 
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Furthermore, since T, is a k-set-contraction, U is a (k + I)-set-contraction 
and because U is continuous and satisfies (M) it is not difficult to show that if 
G C X is closed then (I - U) (G) is also closed. 
Now we will show that the set 
E={xEX: U(x) =hxforsomeX> I} 
is bounded and this will finish the proof in view of Corollary 3.3. 
Let XEE. Then U(x)=hx for some h>l. Let r=1/(2h+/3-2). 
Then we have: 
Hence, 
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